FIGURE 47. A. c.1922. BLACK WOOL KNIT ONE-PIECE BATHING SUIT. The tank top, cut in-one with the trunks opens on the left shoulder with one button. The short skirt is topstitched at the dropped waistline. The hem is edged with yellow and white horizontal stripes. The suit bears the label McINERY, LTD. HABERDASHER, HONOLULU. Donor: L.P. Fauver. V.82.43.4.

B. c.1922-1930. KELLY GREEN AND NAVY WOOL KNIT ONE-PIECE BATHING SUIT. The green scoop neck, sleeveless tunic opens on the left shoulder. The white decoration is woven into the top. The navy trunks attach to the interior dropped waistline of the tunic. The lower portion of the tunic is also navy. The suit bears the label BRADLEY KNITWEAR: slip into a Bradley Knitwear and out of doors; USA, REG. US PAT. OFF. 29087-38. Sears Catalogues show similar styles throughout the 1920's and into the 1930's. VCU.Th.4
Pattern 47: A. c.1922. BLACK WOOL KNIT ONE-PIECE BATHING SUIT. V.82.43.4.

NECK EDGE AND ARMPIT TURNED TO INSIDE. EDGESTITCHED.

1/2" TAB ATTACHED TO L. SHOULDER FOR BUTTON.

SKIRT ATTACHMENT LINE.

STITCH SPLIT, AND SKIRT SIDE SEAMS.

SKIRT CROTCH GUSSET OPENING, INSERT GUSSET, SELF-FACED, MATCHING POINTS.

STITCH INSEAM.

SKIRT ATTACHED TO SPLIT AT SIDES TOGETHER, PRESSED DOWN, TOPSTITCHED.

ROLL HEM SLIT.
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Bathing-Suits Reflect the Popular Modes